
Here are some tips to help you 
get started with common tasks.
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First, you’ll want to select the right work area – sales, service, or marketing – where everything you 

see is tailored for your job. 
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TIP

If you’re using a mouse, you can also 
just point to the logo on the nav bar to 
see the work area tiles.



Once you select your work area, you’ll see a dashboard that gives you a quick visual snapshot of 

important details for your job.



You can use contacts to keep track of the people you do business with.
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TIP

If you’re using a mouse, you can also just 
point to the work area name on the nav
bar to see the tiles for accounts, contacts, 
leads, and more. Also, you can use the 
mouse wheel on the row of tiles to scroll 
to see more.



You’ll see a list of your contacts, including their email addresses and phone numbers, so that 

you can get in touch with them quickly.



You’ll see everything going on with this customer, including any recent updates and posts, and the status of 

any service cases. Click or tap a field to update info for a contact right inline. No flipping to another screen.

Have a lot going on? 

You might need to scroll up and 
down or left and right to see 
everything.



Need to call or email a contact? 



When you’re viewing the details for a contact, click or tap Notes, and then type away.

Attach documents or 

photos, if you like.

Click or tap Notes.



On the nav bar, click or tap Create,

Meet someone new that you want to add to the system? 
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2 and then click or tap Contact.
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Enter data for a few fields, or more if you have it. You can come back and fill in the gaps later when 

you have more time.



If you work mostly with other companies, you’ll probably use accounts to keep track of them.
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When you go to Accounts for the first time, you’ll see a list of your active accounts.

TIP

You’ll see several 
different ways to 
view accounts 
when you click or 
tap this arrow. 



Like with your contacts, you’ll see all related info, including recent news updates from your 

colleagues and the status of any service cases and recent opportunities. 
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An account can have multiple contacts associated with it. The larger the account, the more contacts 

you’ll likely want to add.



It’s easy to get back to the work you did most recently.
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TIP

Picking up where you left off 
works for other types of info 
too, not just for accounts. 
Give it a try!
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For those of you in sales, you can track your potential business with leads.



You’ll see a list of your open leads.

TIP

You’ll see several 
different ways to 
view leads when you 
click or tap this 
arrow. 
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An opportunity is someone who is almost ready to buy – in other words, it’s a deal that you’re ready to win.



Are you a salesperson who consistently nurtures your best prospects? Then you’ll probably be creating a lot 

of new opportunities. 

TIP

You’ll see several 
different ways to 
view leads when 
you click or tap 
this arrow.



When you’re working on an opportunity, most fields are editable right inline. 

Click or tap a field to see what 
changes you can make.

You can add people to an opportunity 
so that you can keep track of all the 
decision-makers in one place.



Want to check in on any active requests for customer service? Switch to the service work area.
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TIP

Click or tap the logo to 
switch between any work 
areas. You’ll find Settings
and Help here, too.
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A case is a record of any interaction with a customer service rep. It doesn’t necessarily have to be for a 

problem – you can open a case when a customer has questions or would like to have additional service done.



You’ll see a list of your active cases.

TIP

You’ll see different 
ways to view service 
cases when you click 
or tap this arrow.



Thanks for reading!

Did this eBook help you? 
Send us a quick note. 

We’d love to know what you think.
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